
StoryTELLING

HOW IT AFFECTS  MEMORY & LEARNING
Want to increase how much someone learns from you?

Tell them a story.

MORE SETTINGS, BETTER MEMORY
Contrary to popular belief, people don't learn as well if they always study in the same spot.

Changing up one's learning environment can dramatically increase memory and retention.
 

But rather than physically moving from place to place, we can use the power of storytelling to
trick our brains into experiencing the same change of scenery.  

REAL WORLD +  STORY WORLD
Adding a story world into a learning session provides more environmental associations

with whatever the audience is learning.

MULTIPLE STUDY SPOTS
Studying something in multiple settings gives that
information more "neural scaffolding." We have more
environmental triggers we can use to recall information. 

FICTION TRICKS OUR BRAINS
When we picture the setting of a story, parts of  our
brains react as if we were actually  experiencing that
fictional environment ourselves.

TWICE AS NICE
By combining a real learning world (like a classroom)
with a fictional world, we give our brains twice as many
environmental sensations to trigger knowledge recall.

BIG DIFFERENCE
Check out some of the psychological and neurobiological research

into just how much storytelling helps us learn.

40%
20 times

Adding a second
environment to a
study session--like
one from a story--
can improve memory
and retention by 40%.

  

People are

more likely to
remember facts
when they are part
of a story.
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LEARNING  UNDER THE SURFACE
A lot of things happen when we hear a story. In addition to being entertained, we

create subconscious associations with and neurological links to the fictional world.
Both of these things can subconsciously  cement a lesson in our memory.

A "mirror neuron" is a part of our brain
that fires when we do something, but
also when we observe someone else
doing the same thing.
 
Mirror neurons make us to respond to
events in a story as if we were there.
 
Some see mirror neurons as "the
most important discovery since DNA."

SUBCONSCIOUS
TRIGGERS

During a test, people who listened to
the same music as they did when
studying performed better on the test.
 
Those who studied and tested with no
music did not do as well. Their brains
had no audio triggers to connect to.
 
The more cues you have (e.g. story cues)
the better primed your brain will be!
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CONCLUSION
When you learn something in multiple environments, your brain makes
more associations with what you're learning, boosting knowledge recall.

 
These connections extend into fictional environments as well. When we tell
stories, we increase the number of associations our audience makes to the

things we want them to learn!
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